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EXEUCTIVE SUMMARY  

 

This report is prepared on the based on my three months practical experience at Bangladesh 

Venture Capital. I always try to conduct business related actives because I am student of 

business school. Most of the time I think as an employer at Bangladesh Venture Capital Limited. 

That is why I work in their whole activities smoothly and I have to done those kinds of activates 

perfectly. From first day to last day I enter into my office time to time. 

I understood and got those kinds of thing from Bangladesh Venture Capital such as venture 

capital fund and activities. How to give the fund for their customers. I got more facilities from 

there. I participated many workshops and events. Sometimes I got opportunity to manage 

customers. I believe that which can help to our professional life as well as I will manage 

customer easily. To be honest from 20/5/2019 to 20/8/2019 those days was a perfect time to 

learn something special. At least I told that Bangladesh Venture capital is Platform which can 

help to inspire students for a successful entrepreneur.   
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Introduction 

 

The basic function of fund is to connect people through BVCL is media. Apart from that 

function, fund has already started some diversified people. BVCL fund is providing strong 

solution for entrepreneurs. AS a Daffodil International university of students have more facilities 

to get fund. I think BVCL procedures help to directly and indirectly to students.BVCL already 

have given fund to students.BVCL is a platform where a student easily get fund from their 

productive ideas. Only need to basic information to fulfill the fund requirement. This process can 

help to inspire a student to start their journey as an entrepreneur. There are number of sectors for 

communication as well as increasing ideas.BVCL is a place where people can easily get partners, 

information and partnership of company. It is a business environment which is developing 

connection of customers. Regular basis ideas are sharing person to person. Which is growing up 

knowledge to start business. In general, those kinds of events are happening at certain time to 

spread ideas.  

 

This report is titled of financial performance of Bangladesh Venture Capital Limited. I have 

done my Internship at Bangladesh Venture Capital Limited. As a Business school Student which 

is part and parcel for me.I think it helps to implement my ideas in professional life. There are 

huge variations which can build up an entrepreneur. 
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1.1 Origin of the Report 

Internship program of Daffodil International University is a graduation requirement for the BBA 

students. This study is a partial requirement of the Internship program of BBA. The main 

purpose of Internship is to get the student expand in the job world. Being as intern the basic 

challenge was to expose the theoretical concepts into the real world. 

The internship program and study have following purpose. 

 How to deal and organize on the job responsibility. 

 How to experience in the business world. 

 To compare the scenario with lessons learned in Daffodil International University. 

 How to fulfill the requirement of BBA program. 

During the Internship period I achieved lot experience regarding my topic which is titled 

financial performance of Bangladesh Venture Capital. I learned how to BVCL give fund to make 

an entrepreneur. This report is the result of three months long Internship program conduct in 

Bangladesh Venture Capital Limited. The overview the organization and also facilities to offer 

satisfy their customers. 
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1.2 Objective of the Report 

This report has an essential objective where I try to focus main activities of Bangladesh Venture 

Capital Limited. Which will directly and indirectly help to achieve something special. 

The objective of the report can be viewed in two forms: 

 General objective  

 Specific objective 

General objective: 

  To Promote First Generation Businessman and Industrialists 

 To Create Awareness about Availability of the Resources 

 To Promote Small, Cottage & Local Industries 

 To Encourage Self Employment Tendencies 

 

Specific objective: 

 To Provide Knowledge about Government Plans and Programmes 

 To Make a Successful Entrepreneur 

 To Provide Training to Operate Business 

 To Create Awareness about Marketing 
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1.3 Scope of the Report 

The main intention of the study is financial performance and understand the process of activities 

which carried by Bangladesh Venture Capital Limited. The report covers details about the 

services and overview also facilities to their customers. However, the study is related to financial 

performance. 

1.4 Limitations 

Depending on the feedback from members of research department. Through the report would be 

helpful to Bangladesh Venture Capital Limited alot, some people were reluctant to provide 

feedback. During the report preparation period I faced numerous of difficulties. Thus, some of 

limitations I faced are: 1) Lack of experience: The main problem is that I have no experience to 

make a financial performance of a company. It was difficult collect perfect information. 2) Time 

limitation: There are not enough time to justify the data and preplanned. That is why I don’t 

gather whole information.3) Lack of sufficient data: Bangladesh Venture Capital Limited is not 

old company. That is why there are not enough information. It was running few years ago. I 

wanted to figure out was insufficient and enough to complete the internship report. Although 

there were many limitations, I tried to give my best effort to furnish the report 

1.5 Methodology 

The study is a systematic procedure starting from selection of the topic to final report 

preparation. For my internship report I am following descriptive research. 

 Data Collection 

1. Primary source of data and information collection Most of the data and information collect 

from my practical works and understanding. I always tried to concern about activities of BVCL.I 

get those kinds of information from my supervisor, who gave some advice to include new 

information time to time. 

2. Secondary sources of data and information collection 

I got Secondary sources of data and information collection from the website of Bangladesh 

Venture Capital limited and another source of google. 
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2.1 Introduction 

 

Bangladesh Venture Capital Ltd motives to make an opportunity for the business with increase 

potential. They cherish a healthy environment in the investment ecosystem to make a startup 

business in Bangladesh. They highly encourage to entrepreneurs and take a business advantage 

to quality financing. They offer highest value to entrepreneurs and give a strong business 

salutation. There are high skilled leaders and mentors. They always give advice to growing up 

business capability.  

 

Company’s Slogan  : Bangladesh is moving forward 

Head office   : Daffodil Business Incubator Building, Level-04 

105, Shukrabad, MirpurRoad, Dhaka -1207 

 

Email    : info@venture.com.bd 

Website   : Venture.com.bd 

 

 

2.2 Objective of the Company 

 

Bangladesh Venture Capital Limited is so formed to provide early stage funds for the new 

business ventures. Bangladesh Venture Capital Limited aims to make an opportunity investment 

ecosystem for startups based in Bangladesh fostering a healthy economic culture for all 

stockholders.  

 

 

 

 

mailto:info@venture.com.bd
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2.3 Purpose and principles of the Company  

Purpose 

The purpose statement is ambition for future to set a common direction for entrepreneurs, a 

framework for all their strategic planning. Bangladesh Venture Capital Limited is also to 

empower their entrepreneurs. We are there for you, where you want and, in the way, youwant, in 

order to help you develop, grow and make the services. 

 

Principles 

Principles statement define how people want to behave with each other in the organization. The 

statement is about how organization will value customers and internal community.  

1. Being respectful towards everyone. 

2. Being trustworthy by action. 

3. Keeping things simple. 

4. Being ethical. 

5. Practicing an open culture. 

2.4 Services  

Bangladesh Venture Capital Limited makes a small and large investment as well as services and 

providing from startup seed capital. Our facilities new ventures to get portion of capital to 

expand into new production. 

 Venture Capital Fund: Venture Capital Fund is a type of fund. It comes from 

venture capital firms that specialize financial portfolio. 

 Impact Fund: It comes from organization, environmental impact a financial 

return. Impact investments can be made in developed market. 

 Private Equity Fund: Institutional and retail investors provide private equity 

fund. The capital fund can be utilizing to new technology.     
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2.5 Vision 

BVCL will be recognized an investment culture in entrepreneurial ecosystem of 

Bangladesh transforming the funding. BVCL is a portfolio company which is a part of 

the based economy of Bangladesh. 

2.6 Mission 

Make an alternative opportunity and create an early stage fund to the traditionally 

borrowed for the companies. Involved in sharing knowledge, activities, and networks 

with the new companies. BVCL maintains a well-diversified portfolio to different 

industrial sectors in Bangladesh. BVCL expects return form the investor.  

2.7 Role of BVCL 

Bangladesh Venture Capital Limited created to support early stage for customers. It plays 

a vital role for innovation ideas and growing up business. Sometimes entrepreneur face 

lots of problem at that they give solution with take responsibility. BVCL take risk for 

giving fund at the early stage. 

How to select the businesses for BVCL’s portfolio: 

 Early stage investment is highly risk activity: Early stage investment is crucial 

moment for every business person. Number of business is failing every year. According 

to me BVCL is giving more opportunity to investment. They always ensure little bit risk 

in business at early stage. They try to best reduce risk in business. 

 

 Diligence: At BVCL due diligence is core what we do. You will able to access our 

website and you can get relevant documentation for investment rather get a business 

opportunity. 

 

 Every stage gives advice and support: BVCL is a platform where you get easily any 

kinds of support. They help to promote your business area. You can say It is a mentor. 
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2.8 Funding deal 

Bangladesh Venture Capital follows some procedures for giving fund. They believe their 

experiences and strategies for giving fund at early stage. 

 The right people: They justify the right person for giving fund. Who have capability to 

deal a risk at early stage? They have capacity mange any kinds of problem as well as real 

business acumen. 

 The right idea: BVCL plays a vital rule for select a right idea. They research to conduct 

for selecting ideas. BVCL gives more priority to innovation which have possible future. 

 The right time: When the idea has past proof of concept, the give market validation. 

 The right backing: BVCL gives opportunities their investors to get significant return. 

 The right potential: BVCL provides a meaningful amount of capital. 

2.9 Investment Process 

The investment process is a phenomenon which is happening in BVCL. BVCL arrange a 

meeting before investment. They identify a proper criterion for investment. Meeting will be 

arranged with the management to discuss the business plan. 

 Fund Raising (Source of capital form Banks, Corporations, Fund) 

 Evolution (Evaluate venture opportunities) 

 Investment (Invest Capital into enterprises) 

 Governing (Govern to business growth) 

 Exit (Generate Liquidation through IPO, Buy back) 

 Distribution (Distribute returns to investor)  
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2.10 What startups should know about Venture Capital? 

The people who have invested money in the Venture Capital’s fund. Venture Capital have to 

raise money every year. They justify the record which is investment related. Venture Capital 

responsibility is to make money for its investor’s. Given the risk profile of investments. Venture 

Capital are expected returns of 20% to 30%. Every fund has specific bidding that must follow in 

making its investment. Venture Capital willing risk to realize more returns. Venture Capital 

work by first performing due diligence. They make opportunities to review new businesses per 

year. Venture Capital make a market opportunity. The difference between an angel investor and 

a Venture Capital is size and stage of investment. 

2.11 Co-working Space 

Co-working space is a part of Bangladesh Venture Capital. Where different types of people work 

together. Which can help to gather information as well as business ideas. There are working 

students, regular members, silver members and executive members. Number of companies are 

including in there. You can say information is available in co-working space. There has 

opportunity to share ideas one by one. It plays a vital role for entrepreneurs. You can expand 

your ideas in there without obstacles. It is a sharing platform. As an intern I learnt something 

special. I learnt not only finance related activities but also others subject related practical ideas. 

Like how to solve a customer connection problem. Over all it helps to gather new thinks. 

2.12 Maker Space  

Maker space is a place where you can implement your ideas. I think it helps to make products. 

To be honest I made number of products by using maker space materials. There are all kinds of 

materials available. Still I know how to make a product and what types of product have 

possibility to customer satisfaction.  I made a number of handicrafts by using bottle, cement, 

string, glue, pall etc. Our supervisor also helps to implement new ideas. I believe that it helps to 

my professional if I want to designer of a company. As a finance student it is extra advantages 

for me. 
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3.1 Introduction 

Financial analysis can be an extremely powerful tool. It does, however, have a number of 

limitations. First, financial ratio analysis deals primarily with the assessment of quantitative 

data. The analyst should keep in mind that financial analysis, like other decision-making 

tools, involves the assessment of both qualitative and quantitative data.  

Second, the standards of comparison used by the financial analyst are imperfect. For 

example, a comparison between past and present performance may tell the analyst whether 

the company’s position is better or worse, or whether the trend in the relationship is upward 

or downword.Third, comparisons involving external standards may not be valid if the 

situations being compared are different. One very common problem is that few companies, 

even within the same industry, are similar enough to facilitate good comparisons. Attributes 

such as sizes, product lines, customers and suppliers, to name a few, can represent significant 

differences. As well, it would be difficult to draw precise conclusions from a comparative 

analysis of companies using different accounting practices, since the accounting methods 

used have an effect on the ratios. Similarly, a comparison of ratios between companies may 

be misleading because of differences in fiscal year-end (especially in seasonal industries) or 

differences in the acquisition dates of long-lived assets. As a result, analysts must attempt, 

wherever possible, to make at least crude adjustments for significant differences before 

comparisons are made. Fourth, comparisons of past and present performance can be 

misleading since conventional financial accounting records are not adjusted for price level 

changes. For example, consider a firm that is raising prices to keep pace with inflation but is 

not experiencing any real growth in sales. Other things being equal, the company’s fixed 

asset turnover ratio will tract upward, giving the analyst a false signal of improvement. Fifth, 

financial ratios may be biased if a firm is experiencing rapid growth or is in a state of decline. 

For example, the average age of receivables ratio will be overstated for growing firms. To 

understand this distortion, consider the method used to derive average daily sales (the 

denominator of the average age of receivables ratio). Average daily sales are based on sales 

experience over the entire period under consideration. As a result, in a situation of extremely 

rapid growth the average will be understated relative to present sales experience (i.e., the 

most recent weeks or months). If the denominator of the ratio is understated it follows that 

the ratio itself will be overstated. Financial analysts must make allowances for this type of 

discrepancy. 
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Sixth, financial ratios prepared on an annual basis may conceal short-run changes in financial 

relationships. For example, since a seasonal business will experience short-run changes in its 

financial relationships, a single annual evaluation of relationships may conceal important 

problems that have occurred during the year. Similarly, the management of a company may 

sometimes take short-run actions to improve ratios before financial statement dates. This 

behavior suggests that shorter measurement intervals would be appropriate for some 

situations. In seasonal industries, the “normal” or “healthy”levels for various ratios (e.g., 

current ratio) fluctuate dramatically as the firm progresses through the various 

stagesofitsoperatingcycle. 

 

Finally, and most importantly, since financial ratios are based on historical information, they 

reflect past relationships only. These patterns may or may not continue into the future. As a 

result, the financial analyst must make predictions about future relationships carefully. Good 

financial analysts view a past relationship merely as one possible guideline for making 

projections. 
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3.2 Conceptual Framework 
 

When undertaking a financial investigation, the first task of the financial analyst is to identify 

the types of financial ratio analysis that would be useful for a particular type of investigation 

being made. Different types of investigations will require different forms of financial 

analysis. For example, a banker investigating the possibility of extending a line of credit to a 

business would be primarily concerned with the firm’s short-run, debt-paying ability. A 

financial analysis focusing on the liquidity of the business would be relevant for this 

investigation. In contrast, a potential investor may be interested in the long-run performance 

of a business. In this case, an analysis concentrating on profitability and growth may be of 

most interest. 

 

Second, it is important to undertake a general size-up of the company and the industry in 

which the firm operates. This size-up should include factors such as the size of the industry, 

nature of product groupings and market segments, competitors, seasonality, stage in the 

product life cycle, susceptibility to general economic conditions, production strategy, 

technological factors, etc. “Number crunching” in financial analysis rarely provides answers. 

Rather, it suggests questions that need to be answered. As a result, the analyst’s investigation 

is never complete until a fourth stage has been undertaken.  

 

 

 

 

 

3.3 Return on Asset 

The return on assets (ROA) shows the percentage of how profitable a company’s assets are in 

generating revenue. This number tells you what the company can do with what it has, i.e. how 

many dollars of earnings they derive from each dollar of assets they control. It’s a useful number 

for comparing competing companies in the same industry. The number will vary widely across 
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different industries. Return on assets gives an indication of the capital intensity of the company, 

which will depend on the industry; companies that require large initial investments will generally 

have lower return on assets. ROA over 5% are generally considered good. Return on assets is 

one of the elements used in financial analysis using the Du Pont Identity. We can see here the 

result of return on assets. 

Return onAssets=  Net Income ($)  =? (%) 

Average Total Assets ($) 1 

 

2015=457639 /149073864*100=0.30 

2016=137567/153576944*100=0.08 

2017=191853/150167122*100=0.12 

2018=660541/148670482*100=0.44 

 

  

 

 

 

 

Discussion: This chart shown that return on asset of Bangladesh Venture Capital Limited. Here 

return on asset fluctuating year to year. It is not stable. Return on asset 2015 was 0.30 then 2016 

it was decreasing and 2017 was increasing after that 2018 increased dramatically. 

3.4 Current Ratio  

The current ratio reflects the relative balance between short-term assets and short-term debts. 

Every industry has found a different level of current ratio to be appropriate. There are no firm 

guidelines as to the “right” current ratio for a company. Analysts look at a number of factors 

in determining the adequacy of the ratio. First, the nature of the company’s business may be 

taken into consideration. The current ratio can be too high as well as too low.  

ROA

2015 2016 2017 2018
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If too much money is kept in cash or inventory, for example, that money may not be being 

put to work as effectively as it could be. 

 

CurrentRatio= Total Current Assets ($)  =? (Times)  
                                                        Total Current Liabilities ($) 

 

2015=140079567/742338=188.70 

2016=142620358/5182958=27.51 

2017=140870392/2165018=65.06 

2018=140625318/1329017=105.81  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Discussion:  This chart shown Current ratio of Bangladesh Venture Capital Limited. Here return 

on asset fluctuating year to year. I think 2015 and 2018 conditions of outcome not good from 

2016 and 2017.Because 2015 and 2018 of time limit high. 

3.5 Total Asset Turnover 

The inconsistencies make comparisons of different firms’ ratios difficult. However, increasing 

or decreasing trends over time within a particular firm can provide clues to 

theefficiencywithwhichitsassetsarebeingused. A high asset turnover ratio is regarded as a good 

sign. The ratio suggests that for a given sales volume a lower amount of investment will give a 

better ratio. Too much investment in any asset is undesirable because there is a cost associated 

with using capital. In addition, a business may be foregoing other better opportunities by 

having excessive funds tied up in an asset. 
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Total AssetTurnover= NetSales($) =?(Times) 
Average Total Assets ($) 

 

2015=4022928/149073864=2 

2016=4370337/153376944=2.8 

2017=2612258/150167122=1.7 

2018=5715311/148670482=3.8 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Discussion:  This chart shown Total Asset Turnover of Bangladesh Venture Capital Limited. 

When time limit increase that company get an extra advantage. Here I can see company 

developed at 2018 because rest of the time it is around 2 but 2018 at 3.8. 

 

3.6 Net Worth to Total Assets 

In general, the higher the ratio, the more interested prospective lenders will be in advancing 

funds. If the ratio is too low, there is danger of encouraging irresponsibility by the owners and 

of leaving inadequate protection for the company’s creditors. In general, firms that operate in 

industries in which the risk of fluctuations in earnings (and hence operating cash flow) is high 

(e.g., resource industries, high-technology industries) should target higher ratios than firms in 

industries which exhibit stable earnings’ patterns (e.g., utilities, grocery stores). For example, 

the earning’s potential of the steel industry is highly dependent upon general economic 

conditions. In an economic recession, steel companies suffer sharp declines in profitability, 
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while an economic boom has the opposite effect on their earnings. Since these firms must cover 

the fixed payments associated with debt in both good and bad years, they cannot afford to carry 

too much debt. Besides, this general rule is important to look for trends and to seek 

comparative industry data to assess the appropriateness of this ratio. An unfavorable ratio or 

trend may cause difficulty in raising additional capital should it be required. 

 

 

Net Worth to Total Assets = Total Shareholders’ Equity ($)   =? (%) 

                                                                  Total Assets ($) 

 

2015=150000000/149073864=1.00 

2016=150000000/153376944=0.97 

2017=150000000/150167122=0.99 

2018=150000000/148670482=1.00 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Discussion:  This chart shown Net worth to Total Assets of Bangladesh Venture Capital 

Limited. Here I can see 2016 and 2017 of net worth condition is not good. Because it below 1. 

Always 1 is standard.  
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4.1 Digital Manush 

 

 

 

Founder and CEO  : MD.KhandokerAlif 

Slogan    : One platform, All services 

Establishment Time  : 1st may 2016 

 

4.2 Introduction 

Digital Manush has started by MD, KhandokerAlif a student of Civil Engineer I Dhaka poly-

technique institute. This is start up project under Bangladesh Venture Capital Limited. Digital 

Manush is offering more than 52 types of services from household to office space. 

Digital Manush is trying to solve the problems which everyday people are facing lots of problem 

one the other hand digital Manush solution of this everyday problem. It is app-based service 

platform where clients and service provider interact with each other through apps information 

with standard security. 
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4.3 Stages of Digital Manush trend 

1. Early stage  

Mr. Alif has developed more than 20 software for different companies .Potential Alif worked as 

a service provider of PC and Electronic instruments .Young man turned to start his own initiative 

platform Digital Manush  with only 10000 taka which is mobile based application allowing to its 

users to buy and sell what they have and want ,through Google play store app .Also have others 

important features such as security used for instance if you face security problem ,easily use can 

inform the police using Digital Manush app. 

Current trend of Digital Manush 

On October 21,2017 through Digital Manush apps 786 call has been transferred to service 

provider. Among them 421 call for car mechanics. In Dhaka city it’s become easy and fastest 

way to solve our service-relatedproblem. Digital Manush has 37 thousandusers around 

Bangladesh. 

 

4.4 G-robotics 

 

Founder and CEO: Nahid Ferdous  

Launched Date: 2016 
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Introduction 

G-robotics has founded by Nahid Ferdous who is a student of Daffodil International University. 

He is a student of EEE background. Inspiring journey of G-Robotic Nahid Ferdous work for 

drone as final project submission of EEE. He being motivated of the project on drone. Then he 

engaged himself as research associate at Daffodil International University .G-robotics is a startup 

project under Bangladesh Venture Capital Limited .G-robotics started their journey in business  

Incubator platform .Their goal is to habituate all the students of our country with the knowledge 

of robotics from the earlier stage of academic life through particle knowledge .Team G-robotics 

achieved lots of award and reward .G-robotics attend Bangladesh ICT expo 2017 at 

Bangabandhu International Conference Center(BICC).  

 

4.5 Stages of G-Robotics  

1. Early stage 

The initial stage of G-robotics was about taka 250000 thousand and it goes until. 

2. Support of Bangladesh Venture Capital limited 

G-robotics got some fund, consultations services and workplace, which is the part of 

agreement between G-robotics and Bangladesh Venture Capital limited. 

3. Current Situation  

G-robotics current is doing well improvements and December 2017 It generated revenue 

is 413850 lakhs, which if we look back started amount is July in 2017 was taka 25000 

lakh.  
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4.6 Foodie –Fi 

 

 

 

 

 

o 

 

overview of founder of foodie-fi 

Founder   : MrAhiduzzaman Rocky 

 

Launched  : Year 2015 

Introduction 

Foodie-Fi Restaurant has founded by young student Mr. Ahiduzzaman rocky who is a student of 

Department of Entrepreneurship in Daffodil International University. Is a startup restaurant that 

offers fast food to customers in Dhaka city Bangladesh and Now foodie-fi is offering reasonable 

price, especially famous Khichuri, Lemon juice, Pudding, Doi-Chira Etc. Which made restaurant 

extremely famous they also have other items which include Biryani, sandwiches, desserts etc. 
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4.7 Comparing Stages of Foodie-Fi Restaurant trend 

1. Initial stage 

He started his career as a Brand Promoter at Dhaka International Trade Fair in 2015 and earned a 

handsome amount of 30k in one month. With this amount he decided to start a cafeteria business, 

but amount would not enough to run a business. He talked with some friends and teacher.  With 

their support and help he starts a juice and coffee parlor with seven friends which inaugurates in 

1st day of boishakh (PohelaBoishakh) program. After that they participated a marketing fest in 

Daffodil International University. After his successful completion he get an opportunity from Dr. 

Md.Sabur khan (Honorable Chairman of Diu and Daffodil Family).Honorable Chairman gave to 

Foodi-fi a free place to start a new business. 

2. Support Bangladesh Venture Capital Limited 

Foodi-fi got an opportunity from Sabur Khan Honorable Chairman of Bangladesh Venture 

Capital Limited. And given new place to start a new business facility. 

3. Current of Foodie-fi  

Now Foodi-fi started a new business which is Foodie Lunch. Which is a target because they saw 

that between dhanmondi 27 to Dhanmondi 32 there are no good restaurants for the student and 

officials. Naturally huge of students and employees are working. 
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Conclusion and Future Work 
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5.1 Findings of the study  

1. Bangladesh Venture Capital Limited has good environment to work. 

2. Bangladesh Venture Capital Limited has opportunity to provide fund or become their 

share partner. 

3. Bangladesh Venture Capital Limited create platform for skilled labor. 

4. There is strong financial infrastructure. 

5. The Entrepreneurs did not setup their business trend. 

5.2 Recommendation 

The Entrepreneurs should establish organizational structure and clear hierarchy. The 

Entrepreneurs should make financial infrastructure such as financial statements, which will guide 

by maintain financial transaction inflows and out flow. Bangladesh Venture Capital Limited 

should create a strong HR team which could hire more skilled employee. It’s good if Bangladesh 

Venture Capital Limited open other new branches. 

 

5.3 Conclusion 

As this report tries to make analysis insight to points needed information about financial 

permanence of Bangladesh Venture Capital Limited to get ultimate information is not possible, 

but try to gain more information about the study .The findings and recommendations are enough 

possible to conclude that Bangladesh Venture Capital Limited and its customer try to integrate to 

generate benefit and goals. 
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